The capability of navigating Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) safely in unknown terrain offers huge potential for wider applications in non-segregated airspace. Flying in non-segregated airspace presents a risk of collision with static obstacles (e.g., towers, power lines) and moving obstacles (e.g., aircraft, balloons). In this work, we propose a heuristic cascading fuzzy logic control strategy to solve for the Conflict Detection and Resolution (CD&R) problem, in which the control strategy is comprised of two cascading modules. The first one is Obstacle Avoidance control and the latter is Path Tracking control. Simulation results show that the proposed architecture effectively resolves the conflicts and achieve rapid movement towards the target waypoint.
INTRODUCTION
UAV has attracted growing attention in both military and civilian applications that are considered dull, dirty or dangerous, such as intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, search and rescue, power line inspection, fire detection, border patrol, coastline monitoring, weather forecasts, and volcanic activity tracking [1] . In order to fulfill various mission objectives, it is important to integrate intelligent control that would cause UAVs to perceive their environment and quickly to react in a reasoned manner to an unplanned situation more like a human pilot. To make scenarios sensibly pragmatic for some sort of intelligent-like behaviors for UAVs, the motion planning autonomy must be able to handle varying numbers of critical objectives under different constraints such as minimizing the path length, keeping the path as straight as possible, flying over some areas of interest, avoiding obstacles or no fly zones, and approaching the target location from a commanded direction [2] . When the UAV enters non-segregated or controlled airspace, it must have the sense and avoid capability (also referred to as collision detection and resolution systems, CD&R) to maintain safety and fluency of the air traffic.
Various approaches have been applied to the CD&R problem. Krozel [3] and Kuchar [4] presented surveys of collision detection and resolution methods. Zeghal [5] conducted a survey of force field collision detection and resolution methods and finally Albaker [6] introduced the survey of CD&R methods for UAVs.
The human pilot approach to navigation is to make maps and assign flight waypoints, and at first glance it seems obvious that UAVs should operate the same way. However many tasks can be achieved without any map at all, using an approach referred to as reactive navigation, by reacting directly to its environment. Duong et al. [7] presented a technique in which a force field generated by an intruding airplane produces a conflict resolution action and a force from the flight plan generates an attracting action. However, the force field method is not without any shortcomings because of the aircraft's tendency to get caught in a local minima due to a spot with zero force where repelling and attracting forces cancel each other out.
The more familiar human-style map-based navigation is used by more sophisticated UAVs. This approach supports more complex tasks but is itself more complex. In the scenario where multiple UAVs are assigned to traverse known several target locations in the presence of dynamic threats, Beard, McLain, Goodrich, and Anderson [8] used a modified Voronoi diagram to generate possible paths to the targets. In Jung and Ariyur's work [9] , the Dijkstra Method algorithm is used to calculate the shortest path from a starting point to the target destination. In 2003, Dogan [10] introduced a new probabilistic roadmap methods (PRM) approach to the problem of mission planning for UAVs flying through an area of multiple sources of threat. In a paper [11] , Kothari, Postlethwaite and Gu proposed path planning algorithms using Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) to generate paths for multiple UAVs in the dense obstacle fields.
NAVIGATIONAL STRATEGY
The study focusses on non-cooperating UAVs and intruding obstacles. The navigational strategy consists of a mechanism and a procedure, which they are usually very strongly interdependent. The mechanism we used to navigate the UAV to avoid static and moving obstacles is a fuzzy logic controller. In this paper, we design a set of conditional statements derived from a pilot's knowledge to construct the control surface for the Sense and Avoid reactive navigation. The procedure specifies how the Sense capability enables the UAV to detect other aircraft in the airspace, and to determine whether it poses a potential conflict. The Avoid capability enables the UAV to take action to circumvent an impending collision in situations where a loss of separation has occurred. This endeavor will provide the fuzzy controller with data to intelligently determine any course to autonomously maneuver the UAV to eliminate the potential conflict.
Mechanism − Fuzzy Logic Controller
Many real dynamical systems and real life processes are too complicated to model mathematically. Instead, if we try to construct a perfect model for Sense and Avoid system, it may be too difficult for a successful application of a control theory. Therefore, an intelligent human operator is sometimes more efficient than an automatic controller. These heuristic control strategies, which provide a viable method to handle qualitative information, may be modeled by a fuzzy logic controller as depicted by a block diagram such as that shown in Fig. 1 . This conventional architecture is by far the most common one because it generates low-level direct control signals. The knowledge-base module of a fuzzy logic controller contains theoretical knowledge and practical experience about all the input and output fuzzy partitions [12] . 
Procedure − Sense and Avoid
Sense and Avoid is the key factor for the integration of unmanned aerial vehicles into the common airspace. In general it is a safety system for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). Basically, Sense and Avoid can be separated into two tasks as f i) Sense is the ability to detect and track obstacles, and ii) Avoid is the ability to steer
We regard the mission planning problem of UAV trajectory tracking with only minimal amount of information about the airspace environmen the UAV and waypoints, are available from vehicle dynamics are considered as ease of analysis. The deterministic position and velocity vectors of are presumed to be detectable by a UAV's sensors the airspace, the UAV must be able to reliably detect the intruding obstacle within a certain radius with a field of regard of 270° as shown in Fig  intruding obstacles cannot climb or descent, maneuver laterally, or change speed. [12] .
: A simple fuzzy logic control system block diagram.
Sense and Avoid
Sense and Avoid is the key factor for the integration of unmanned aerial vehicles into the common airspace. In general it is a safety system for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). Basically, Sense and Avoid can be separated into two tasks as follows [13] :
Sense is the ability to detect and track obstacles, and Avoid is the ability to steer UAV around obstacles.
We regard the mission planning problem of UAV trajectory tracking with only minimal amount of information about the airspace environment, which are the positions of are available from a communication system. We assum considered as point masses in Cartesian coordinates on deterministic position and velocity vectors of the intruding are presumed to be detectable by a UAV's sensors and estimator. To navigate reactively in the airspace, the UAV must be able to reliably detect the intruding obstacle within a adius with a field of regard of 270° as shown in Fig. 2 . It is also assumed that intruding obstacles cannot climb or descent, maneuver laterally, or change speed. sensing range of the UAV's obstacle sensors. Sense and Avoid is the key factor for the integration of unmanned aerial vehicles into the common airspace. In general it is a safety system for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles ollows [13] :
We regard the mission planning problem of UAV trajectory tracking with only t, which are the positions of assume that the ses in Cartesian coordinates on Թ ଶ for the the intruding obstacles . To navigate reactively in the airspace, the UAV must be able to reliably detect the intruding obstacle within a 2. It is also assumed that the intruding obstacles cannot climb or descent, maneuver laterally, or change speed. The UAV detects the aircraft and initiates a sightline to track the aircraft. With a motion estimation algorithm, the aircraft velocity can be estimated and allow us to establish the motion geometry. Let's describe the tangent and normal axis sets as follows: i) ‫ܜ(‬ , ‫ܖ‬ ) defines the aircraft, ii) ‫ܜ(‬ ௦ , ‫ܖ‬ ௦ ) defines the sightline, and iii) ‫ܜ(‬ ௨ , ‫ܖ‬ ௨ ) defines the UAV. As seen in Figure 3 (a), the sightline range vector is given by
If the velocities of both vehicles are constant, then Equation (1) can be expanded to characterize the components of the aircraft velocity relative to the UAV.
Shin, Tsourdos and White [14] suggests that the collision matching conditions as illustrated in Fig. 3 (b) must assessed before developing conflict detection and resolution algorithms. If the aircraft does not maneuver, the intercept triangle AIU gets smaller as both vehicles move along their respective straight path trajectories. Note that a favorable interpretation of the vectored condition can be seen in Fig. 4 (a) when we consider the relative velocity of the UAV with respect to the aircraft, ‫ܞ‬ ‫ܞ‬ ൌ ‫ܞ‬ ௨ െ ‫ܞ‬ .
Based on the intercept triangle in Figure 3 (b), the matching condition is given by
where
In equation (4), the ratio ‫ݎ‬ ‫ݏ‬ ⁄ can be obtained by applying the law of cosine in the intercept triangle AIU. By the law of cosine, we have
When the collision geometry fulfills the matching condition in equation (5) and the kinematic condition in equation (6), the intercept triangle AIU becomes invariant and the relative velocity ‫ܞ‬ in equation (3) establishes the approach collision direction. 
Conflict Detection
From the sightline geometry shown in Fig. 4(b) , White et al. [15] showed that the minimum separation, ݀ , the closest distance of approach, ݀ and the time to closest point of approach, ߬ can be used to detect the conflict between the UAV and the intruding obstacle. If the relative position vector is projected along the sightline, and the angle ߠ from the sightline to the relative velocity vector ‫ܞ‬ is known, then ݀ is given by ݀ ൌ ‫ݎ‬ sin ߠ
Similarly, the relative distance to the closest point of approach, ݀ can also be determined ݀ ൌ ‫ݎ‬ cos ߠ
This gives the time to closest point of approach,
According to White et al. [15] , the UAV and the intruding obstacle are said to be in conflict of interception, if ݀ is strictly smaller than the minimum separation of ݀ and the time to closest point of approach, ߬ is in the future but before the look-ahead time ܶ, i.e.
Conflict Resolution
As investigated by Shin et al. [14] , the collision geometry from Fig. 3 (a) can be modified to become the resolution geometry as shown in Fig. 5 . Using ‫ܘ{‬ ௨ , ‫ܘ‬ , ‫ܘ‬ ௦ } to mark the resolution triangle, the figure shows for both clockwise and anti-clockwise trajectories. It should be noted that the resolution triangle and the intercept triangle are very much alike, though the resolution triangle is scaled and rotated about the point ‫ܘ‬ ௨ .
For the conflict resolution, Shin et al. [14] proposed that the direction of the relative velocity vector, ߠ , should become
In order to resolve the conflict, the matching conditions for the clockwise and anticlockwise solutions shown in Fig. 6 must be evaluated. As can be seen in the figure, the resolution matching condition is worked out from the vector addition for ‫ܜ‬ ௨ calculated with respect to the resolution triangle MSU. Application of the law of cosine to the resolution geometry yields the kinematic condition
For more comprehensive treatment of UAV conflict detection and resolution using differential geometry concepts, readers are encouraged to consult Shin [14] .
UAV Autopilot Scheme
The heart of the block diagram in Fig. 7 shows the control scheme consists of two major parts. The first part is derived using the inverse dynamics method, which functions as normal navigation strategy for cruising flight. The second part is the cascading fuzzy controllers which is integrated to achieve obstacle avoidance and path tracking.
As reported in Sun et al. [16] , the switching of the autopilot signal between the cruising mode and the steering mode can algorithmically computed by
where η = [0, 1] is a switching variable, and ܷ ூ is the inverse dynamics controller and ܷ ி is the fuzzy logic controller, which is only triggered on when the obstacle sensor detects any obstacle within its radius field, and at the same time the UAV enters the safety boundary of the obstacle. 
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: Control block diagram of UAV autopilot system.
: Control flow and architecture of cascaded fuzzy modules of OAFLC and PTFLC.
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of cascaded fuzzy modules of OAFLC and Figure 8 illustrates the control architecture of cascaded fuzzy modules of Obstacle Avoidance fuzzy logic control (OAFLC) and Path Tracking fuzzy logic control (PTFLC). Just like foot is part of the leg, and hand is part of the arm, the fuzzy control scheme is comprised of two cascading fuzzy modules that works by recursively breaking down the motion planning problem into two sub-problems, which are Obstacle Avoidance and Path Tracking.
FUZZY METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN

Obstacle Avoidance Fuzzy Logic Control
In this maneuver, the algorithm starts with OAFLC when the sensors detect the obstacle within the compromising distance between of the UAV and the obstacle as shown in Fig. 9 . The OAFLC is proposed to generate trajectory for the UAV in order to avoid obstacles in unknown dynamic environments. In this maneuver, the algorithm starts with OAFLC when the sensors detect the obstacle within the compromising distance between of the UAV and the obstacle. For this setup, two control inputs, "Obstacle Distance & Obstacle Angle" are used for fuzzification and two control outputs, "UAV Velocity & Heading Angle" are given after defuzzification. The control module for determining ‫ݒ‬ and ߱ commands contains a set of rules which are complicated nonlinear mappings of input signals into output signals. Rules relating the inputs and outputs for the fuzzy logic controller are set up in the form of if-then statements and are based on heuristics and human experience with navigating through an environment (similar to steering a car when entering and going around the roundabout). The rules for the fuzzy inference system can be summed up in some simple decision-making logic. There are a total of 24 rules for this setup, and the rules can be broken up into two output commands as shown in Table 1 , Fuzzy Associative Matrix, where the Mamdani (maxmin) model is used here. By using this Fuzzy Associative Matrix. we can plot the control outputs corresponding to each value of the control inputs, and thus producing the control surfaces corresponding to the fuzzy control rules, as shown in Fig. 12 . 
Path Tracking Fuzzy Logic Control
With OAFLC, it will maneuver causing the angle between the UAV heading direction and the collision is prevented and the obstacle angle is detected beyond 90°, that is when the UAV is moving at the tangent of algorithm switches over to the PTFLC to steer the UAV to its waypoint smoothly. 
With OAFLC, it will maneuver the UAV around the obstacle to avoid collision, the angle between the UAV heading direction and the sightline increases. If the collision is prevented and the obstacle angle is detected beyond 90°, that is when the UAV is moving at the tangent of the safety boundary as illustrated in Fig. 13 , the control algorithm switches over to the PTFLC to steer the UAV to its waypoint smoothly.
: The scheme for steering the UAV to its waypoint smoothly 
SIMULATION STUDIES AND RESULTS
The performance of the developed fuzzy control strategy is conducting numerical simulations on path tracking in the presence of obstacles with three basic polygons (i.e., square, triangle and circle). For simplicity, the simulation Cartesian coordinates on Թ ଶ .
the initial conditions and parameter values used in the simulation. The following non restrictive assumptions are used in this study [17] :
i) The vehicles are flying at a constant altitude and without wind turbulence. Then rules are based on human experience like steering a car when going around and exiting the roundabout, as shown in Table 2 . Consequently, the control surfaces corresponding to the fuzzy rules are produced as shown in Fig. 16 . 
of the developed fuzzy control strategy is investigated conducting numerical simulations on path tracking in the presence of obstacles with three basic polygons (i.e., square, triangle and circle). For simplicity, the simulation This setting is not a restriction of the approach. the initial conditions and parameter values used in the simulation. The following non restrictive assumptions are used in this study [17] :
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Then rules are based on human experience like steering a car when dabout, as shown in Table 2 . Consequently, the control min) Rules for PTFLC.
elocity & (Right) Angular investigated by conducting numerical simulations on path tracking in the presence of obstacles with three basic polygons (i.e., square, triangle and circle). For simplicity, the simulation is run in Table 3 gives the initial conditions and parameter values used in the simulation. The following nonflying at a constant altitude and without wind turbulence.
ii) The mass and moment of the inertia of the vehicles are constant.
iii) The actuator dynamics of the UAV is approximated as a first order time delay system with a time constant of 0.01 s. iv) The control surface deflection limit of the rudder is δ R ‫א‬ [-30°, 30°]. Table 3 : Simulation settings for UAV maneuverability.
The simulation part of this work is divided into six distinctive scenarios: i) In Scenario 1, the UAV navigates through multiple waypoints in a fairly straight manner with three static obstacles. ii) In Scenario 2, the UAV navigates through multiple waypoints in a zigzag fashion with three static obstacles are placed in between the waypoints. iii) In Scenario 3, In Scenario 5, the UAV navigates in an environment with three obstacles are aligned to overlap each other threat zones, and one waypoint is positioned in a close proximity with the obstacles. iv) In Scenario 4, the UAV is set up to navigate in an environment that causes it to get caught in a "local minima" in the two-dimensional field. v) In Scenario 5, a low-speed UAV navigates in an environment where an intrudering obstacle is crossing the path with the possibility of interception. vi) In Scenario 6, a high-speed UAV navigates in an environment where an intrudering obstacle is crossing the path with the possibility of interception.
All simulations illustrated and presented here were implemented in C programming language using .NET Framework 4 and on a Windows 7 (64-bit) machine with an Intel CPU U7300 1.30GHz processor and 2.00GB of RAM. Figure 17(a) illustrates the path performed by the UAV to reach the target. The generated path to the target is relatively smooth. In Fig. 17 , the UAV trajectory is indicated by a solid blue line. The detection of the obstacle within the compromising distance between of the UAV and the obstacle incited the collision avoidance maneuver. In short, the generated path in Scenario #1 is reasonable because the UAV completely avoided the obstacles by maneuvering along the safe boundaries of the obstacles, and subsequently returning to the reference path. The result in Fig. 17(b) indicates that the geometry of the path achieving complete avoidance is influenced by the positioning of the obstacles. In a nutshell, the generated path in Scenario #2 is reasonable because the UAV completely avoided the obstacles by maneuvering along the safe boundaries of the obstacles, even through the same obstacle is blocking between three waypoints.
Parameters Values
As can be seen in Fig. 18(a) , the control algorithm is designed so that the UAV is also capable of navigating around a group of aligned obstacles with overlapping boundaries and at the same time aborting certain flight submissions if the waypoint lies at a hazardous. In essence, the generated path in Scenario #3 is reasonable because the UAV completely avoided not only all obstacles, but also a group of aligned obstacles. In Fig. 18(b) , the generated path to the target is relatively smooth. Even if the UAV is trapped in a "local minima", the control algorithm forcefully incites a steering maneuver to track the next waypoint and swiftly triggers the collision avoidance maneuver to cruise along the safe boundary until the conflict is cleared. To sum up, the resolution maneuver in Scenario #4 does not satisfy the minimum separation condition, although the UAV successfully broke through the cluster of obstacles without any collision. In reality, if a UAV gets caught in a "local minima", it can climb up until the conflict is resolved, or to execute the aerobatic Immelman turn to escape. Both scenarios in Fig. 19 show that the UAV is in conflict with the moving obstacle that is heading from the west to the east. In Scenario #5, the ground speed ‫ݒ‬ ௨ of the UAV is less than the intruder speed, ‫ݒ‬ . The simulation result shows that anticlockwise resolution approach successfully resolves the conflict. In Scenario #6, the UAV speed ‫ݒ‬ ௨ is increased so that ‫ݒ‬ ௨ ‫ݒ‬ . This triggers the UAV to take the clockwise resolution approach and it also successfully avoids the intruding obstacle.
All in all, it is important to note that the minimum distances between the UAV and obstacles are always greater than the minimum safe separation, unless it gets caught in a "local minima". Under normal circumstances, the proposed cascading fuzzy controllers effectively detect and resolve the conflicts.
Limitations
When carrying out the implementation of the proposed fuzzy controller at an early stage, the major disadvantage of an intelligent control for motion planning has been found to concur with the investigation of Sabo et al. [18] that the UAV's tendency to get caught in local minima. In fuzzy control, it is similar to suffering from left-right confusion, especially at very huge or symmetrical, curved-in obstacles. This drawback is an inherent characteristic in human intelligence like seen in badminton games. In doubles, a highly skilled player will play a tricky drop shot to the middle, aiming to place it exactly between the opponents to cause maximum confusion. Despite that, the benefit of using fuzzy logic is that the designer can slot in additional information and rules, thus generating multiple desired outputs with minimal control effort to circumvent these shortcomings.
From the simulation results, we ascertain that fuzzy logic is not the Holy Grail to the motion planning problem, though the optimum path can be achieved by tuning nonlinearity of the fuzzy membership functions. For that reason, neuro-fuzzy control is usually considered the complimentary form of the hybrid intelligence [19] . These sensors are able to determine the shape of obstacles that are about to be avoided. This ultimately translates into a smarter UAV that can not only avoid the obstacles, but also save on resources by determining the safe boundaries of the obstacles it should fly along.
Stability Analysis
Although fuzzy control employs the expert's linguistic description, in the form of rules, to control a process, it is generally a nonlinear controller. In fact, it does not have any differential equations like the linear control, and it is more difficult to analyze mathematically. In stability analysis, the availability of the mathematical model for the system is important, but, unfortunately, there are still difficulties with analyzing the stability of a fuzzy control system. From a practical viewpoint, simulations are usually carried out for analyzing a dynamic system for gaining an insight to its dynamic behavior and to test stability of the fuzzy control system. However, it is useful to have a theoretical approach of analyzing the stability rather than just arbitrary simulations. Despite having difficulties with the stability analysis of fuzzy control, more or less advanced methods for proving the stability of fuzzy systems have been found. And one of the most general approaches to the stability analysis of nonlinear fuzzy control systems is using Lyapunov's direct method [20] .
For ease of analysis, we assume the linear velocity of the UAV remain constant over the whole engagement to illustrate the use of Lyapunov's indirect method for stability analysis of Obstacle Avoidance fuzzy control. When the UAV to perform the obstacle avoidance trajectories is governed by the OAFLC, the error angle is given by
where ߠ ௗ is the desired UAV orientation. We control the UAV to fly to the desired orientation by using the following control law:
with the proportional constant ‫ܭ‬ 0, and ߠ ሶ ௗ is the commanded angular velocity ߱ from the OAFLC output. Thus, we have rewrite equation (16) as
Let's consider the following positive definite Lyapunov-function candidate
Taking the time-derivative of equation (18), we obtain
The first term is clearly െ‫ܭ‬ ߠ ଶ ൏ 0 if ߠ ് 0. For െ90° ߠ 90°, we know that the relationship between ߠ and ߠ (obstacle angle) is given by ߠ ൌ ሺ90°െ |ߠ |ሻ signሺߠ ሻ
Equation (20) tells that the sign of ߠ follows the sign of ߠ . From the OAFLC rule base in Table 1 , it is observed that some values of ߠ yield zero ߱ , otherwise ߠ and ߱ are of opposite sign that allow us to interpret ߠ ߱ ൏ 0 if ߱ ് 0. Now, taking the entire equation (19) into account, ܸ ሶ 0, which is negative definite for any set of fuzzy rule. Hence, this guarantees the asymptotical stability of the proposed Obstacle Avoidance fuzzy controller. A more rigorous treatment to guarantee the stability of the fuzzy controller for Obstacle Avoidance and Path Following using the Lyapunov's stability theory can be found in Giap et al. [21] .
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we study the problem of motion planning of a fixed wing UAV, where the aircraft is required to travel to a known target location, passing through multiple waypoints while avoiding collision with various static and moving obstacles. All in all, the simulation results have validated the effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy control strategy and practical smooth paths have been generated by using the proposed cascading fuzzy logic modules in environments with reasonable static obstacles. We have also discussed the limitations of the fuzzy methodology and the stability analysis. Nevertheless, the high success rate from the simulation results is a distinguishing attribute of fuzzy logic control because it allows the user and system to capture much more information about the environment in a more probabilistic and efficient manner. In addition, the available tools such as MATLAB, fuzzyTECH, and DotFuzzy allow the user to easily develop and manipulate fuzzy inference systems. This makes fuzzy logic control a very powerful computational intelligence utility that allows the user to see the effects of reasoning with partial information and incorporating additional information with a minimal effort.
As demonstrated, the fundamental intelligent behavior of an aerial robot can be generally categorized into motion planning and reasoning on localization data and sensory feedback from its perceived environment. Some possible obvious future works that were not explored in this study are the motion planning in three-dimensional environments, avoidance of maneuvering aircraft, or shape-shifting obstacles, cooperative path planning of multiple UAVs using swarm intelligence and stability analytical testing of the fuzzy control system using other advanced methods such as the Describing Function technique, Popov criterion, Circle criterion and the Hyperstability criterion.
